Across
1. principle to notice a difference in the stimuli
3. a mental grouping of similar things
6. decreased response to a stimulus
9. anxiety causing memories to be unconsciously forgotten
12. understood or expected rules of behavior
13. records electrical activity of the brain, neural impulse
16. inability to see from fresh perspective
17. tendency to approach problems in a particular way that is familiar
18. sending or perceiving another person's thoughts
19. adaptive, triggered by amygdala
20. "ah-ha" moment, a sudden realization
25. the middle score
26. retention of encoded information
28. the loss of memory
29. destroying or removing brain tissues
32. control center for the brain
33. founder of observational learning
34. accuracy
35. constant results

Down
2. memory aids of memory techniques
4. lets light into the eye
5. ability to learn from experience and adapt to new situations
7. logical side of the brain
8. occurs in stage 4 sleep scary dreams
10. mental image of the environment
11. smallest language unit of sound
14. diminishing effect of a drug, larger and larger doses needed
15. complex molecule containing genetic info
21. generalized or broadened belief about a group of people
22. sense of being male or female
23. level required to trigger neural impulses
24. Weshler Adult Intelligence Scale
27. famous case study of frontal lobe damage
30. where transduction occurs in ear
31. hyper activity, euphoric state